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Input Field Entered

SERIAL NUMBER 86724819

LAW OFFICE ASSIGNED LAW OFFICE 120

MARK SECTION

MARK http://tmng-al.uspto.gov/resting2/api/img/86724819/large

LITERAL ELEMENT MEDICI

STANDARD CHARACTERS YES

USPTO-GENERATED IMAGE YES

MARK STATEMENT
The mark consists of standard characters, without claim to any particular font style,
size or color.

ARGUMENT(S)

Applicant:                               Innovation Specialists, LLC
Mark:                                       MEDICI
Serial No.                                86724819
Examining Attorney:              Alexandra Suarez
Law Office:                            120
 

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

           The purpose of this letter is to respond to the examining attorney's Office Action issued December 1, 2015. The application filed by

Innovation Specialists, LLC ("Applicant") for the mark MEDICI, Serial No. 886724819, has been refused on the ground that the mark,

MEDICI, is alleged to be primarily merely a surname under Section 2(e)(4) of the Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1052 (e)(4). As demonstrated

below, Applicant respectfully disagrees that MEDICI is primarily merely a surname.

 

Surname Refusal

The Board has identified five factors to consider in determining whether a mark is primarily merely a surname: (1) whether the

surname is rare; (2) whether anyone connected with applicant uses the term as a surname; (3) whether the term has any recognized meaning

other than as a surname; (4) whether the term has the structure and pronunciation of a surname; and (5) whether the term is sufficiently stylized

to remove its primary significance from that of a surname.See In re Binion, 93 USPQ2d 1431, 1537 (TTAB 2009);In re Bethin Mgmt. GmbH,

37 USPQ2d 1332, 1333-34 (TTAB 1995); TMEP § 1211.01. The first and third factors are particularly relevant in this case and are discussed

below.

 

The surname is rare

Applicant respectfully asserts that the surname "Medici" is a rare surname. The Office Action cites evidence that the surname "Medici"

appears 1,009 times as surname in the LEXISNEXIS© surname database; however, the Office Action does not allege that this makes "Medici"



a common surname. In line with the Examiner's finding, the U.S. Census 2000 Data which can be downloaded in electronic tables from

www.census.gov (printout of this web page is attached hereto) states that there are only 882 listings of the surname "Medici". InIn re Giger, 78

USPQ2d 1405, 1408 (TTAB 2006), the Board determined that "Giger" is not a common surname since there were only 545 listings for the

name. Furthermore, inIn re Joint-Stock Co. "Baik", 84 USPQ2d 1921, 1922 (TTAB 2007), the Board determined that "Baik" appears to be an

"extremely rare" surname with only 456 listings in the record of individuals with the surname. Evenfurther, in In re United Distillers plc, 56

USPQ2d1220,21 (TTAB 2000),the surname"Hackler", which hadonly 1,295listings in thetelephonedirectory,wasfoundby theBoardto

bea raresurname. As there are only 1,009 listings of the surname "Medici" in the Examiner's cited surname database and 882 listings in the

U.S. Census database, Applicant respectfully submits that "Medici" is a rare surname. 
 

The mark has recognized meaning other than as a surname

Applicant respectfully asserts that the MEDICI has a recognized meaning other than as a surname. The Office Action alleges that the

term "Medici" does not appear in The American Heritage Dictionary other than as a surname of several historical figures. Applicant

respectfully disagrees. MEDICI is a name of historical significance as it identifies the House of Medici, an Italian banking and commerce

family, political dynasty, and royal house. Moreover, the following U.S. dictionary definitions, which are attached hereto, illustrate that the

term "Medici" has a recognized meaning other than as a surname: 

An entry for the term "Medici" in The American Heritage Dictionary (www.ahdictionary.com) defines the term as an "Italian noble

family that producedthreepopes(Leo X, ClementVII, and Leo XI) and two queensof France(CatherinedeMédicis andMarie de

Médicis).Cosimo"the Elder" (1389-1464)wasthefirst of the family to rule Florence.Lorenzo"the Magnificent" (1449-1492)wasan

outstanding patronof learningandthearts,whoseclients includedMichelangeloandBotticelli; and

An entry for the term "Medici" in Oxford Dictionaries (www.oxforddictionaries.com) defines the term as "[a] powerful Italian family of

bankersand merchantswhosemembers effectivelyruled Florencefor much of the 15th centuryand from 1569were grand dukesof

Tuscany. CosimoandLorenzode’ Medici werenotable rulersand patronsof the artsin Florence; thefamily alsoprovidedfour popes

(including Leo X) and two queens of France ( Catherine de’ Medici and Marie de Médicis) .

Therefore, U.S. English dictionary definitions for the term "Medici" show that the term is recognized as identifying a political

dynasty (i.e., the House of Medici) that ruled Italy for much of the 15th century, not as surname. While the House of Medici may have derived

its name from the surname of its founding members, this is distinct from the overall impression of the term and gives "MEDICI" significance

apart from merely a surname.

Moreover, Applicant notes that the Office Action, citingIn re Thermo LabSystems, 85 USPQ2d 1285, 1290 (TTAB 2007), states that if

the term would be evocative of numerous individuals rather than one particular historical individual, the term does not qualify as a historical

name but is merely the surname of numerous individuals with varying degrees of historical significance. However, inIn re The Hyman

Companies Inc., Serial No. 85483695 (TTAB June 4, 2015) (not precedential), in which the Board held that the surname ROMANÓV had

recognized meaning other than as a surname, the Board stated:

Given, however, that the record clearly shows that the term ROMANÓV is synonymous with the imperial Russian dynasty we

need not address the applicability of this line of case law here [referring toIn re Thermo LabSystems Inc., 85 USPQ2d 1285,

1290 (TTAB 2007) (holding WATSON primarily merely a surname)]. Consumers encountering Applicant’s mark are more

likely to think of the House of Romanov, and not a particular famous individual or individuals bearing that surname.

The Board's distinction is applicable in the instant case. The term MEDICI is synonymous with the House of Medici, and not a

particular famous individual or individuals bearing that surname. Accordingly, the term MEDICI has a recognized meaning other than as a

surname.

 

Conclusion



           Considering the above, especially the rareness of the surname "Medici" and keeping in mind that any doubt as to whether the mark is

primarily merely a surname must be resolved in the Applicant's favor (seeIn re Joint-Stock Co. "Baik", 84 USPQ2d at 1922,In re Benthin

Management GmbH, 37 USPQ 2d at 1334), MEDICI should not be considered primarily merely a surname. The refusal to register MEDICI

under Section 2(e)(4) of the Trademark Act should be reversed.

           

EVIDENCE SECTION

        EVIDENCE FILE NAME(S)

       ORIGINAL PDF FILE evi_661942666-20160308135559546932_._US_Census_2000_Website_Printout.pdf

       CONVERTED PDF FILE(S)
       (3 pages)

\\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\867\248\86724819\xml4\ROA0002.JPG

       \\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\867\248\86724819\xml4\ROA0003.JPG

       \\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\867\248\86724819\xml4\ROA0004.JPG

       ORIGINAL PDF FILE evi_661942666-20160308135559546932_._Oxford_Dictionary_-_Medici.pdf

       CONVERTED PDF FILE(S)
       (1 page)

\\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\867\248\86724819\xml4\ROA0005.JPG

       ORIGINAL PDF FILE
evi_661942666-20160308135559546932_._American_Heritage_Dictionary_-
_Medici.pdf

       CONVERTED PDF FILE(S)
       (1 page)

\\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\867\248\86724819\xml4\ROA0006.JPG

DESCRIPTION OF EVIDENCE FILE
U.S. Census 2000 Data An entry for the term "Medici" in The American Heritage
Dictionary (www.ahdictionary.com) An entry for the term "Medici" in Oxford
Dictionaries (www.oxforddictionaries.com)
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RESPONSE SIGNATURE /John C. McElwaine/
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SIGNATORY'S PHONE NUMBER 843-720-4302

DATE SIGNED 03/08/2016
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Response to Office Action
To the Commissioner for Trademarks:

Application serial no. 86724819 MEDICI(Standard Characters, see http://tmng-al.uspto.gov/resting2/api/img/86724819/large) has been amended
as follows:

ARGUMENT(S)
In response to the substantive refusal(s), please note the following:

Applicant:                               Innovation Specialists, LLC
Mark:                                       MEDICI
Serial No.                                86724819
Examining Attorney:              Alexandra Suarez
Law Office:                            120
 

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

           The purpose of this letter is to respond to the examining attorney's Office Action issued December 1, 2015. The application filed

by Innovation Specialists, LLC ("Applicant") for the mark MEDICI, Serial No. 886724819, has been refused on the ground that the mark,

MEDICI, is alleged to be primarily merely a surname under Section 2(e)(4) of the Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1052 (e)(4). As demonstrated

below, Applicant respectfully disagrees that MEDICI is primarily merely a surname.

 

Surname Refusal

The Board has identified five factors to consider in determining whether a mark is primarily merely a surname: (1) whether the

surname is rare; (2) whether anyone connected with applicant uses the term as a surname; (3) whether the term has any recognized meaning

other than as a surname; (4) whether the term has the structure and pronunciation of a surname; and (5) whether the term is sufficiently

stylized to remove its primary significance from that of a surname.See In re Binion, 93 USPQ2d 1431, 1537 (TTAB 2009);In re Bethin Mgmt.

GmbH, 37 USPQ2d 1332, 1333-34 (TTAB 1995); TMEP § 1211.01. The first and third factors are particularly relevant in this case and are

discussed below.

 

The surname is rare

Applicant respectfully asserts that the surname "Medici" is a rare surname. The Office Action cites evidence that the surname "Medici"

appears 1,009 times as surname in the LEXISNEXIS© surname database; however, the Office Action does not allege that this makes "Medici"

a common surname. In line with the Examiner's finding, the U.S. Census 2000 Data which can be downloaded in electronic tables from

www.census.gov (printout of this web page is attached hereto) states that there are only 882 listings of the surname "Medici". InIn re Giger, 78

USPQ2d 1405, 1408 (TTAB 2006), the Board determined that "Giger" is not a common surname since there were only 545 listings for the name.

Furthermore, inIn re Joint-Stock Co. "Baik", 84 USPQ2d 1921, 1922 (TTAB 2007), the Board determined that "Baik" appears to be an

"extremely rare" surname with only 456 listings in the record of individuals with the surname. Evenfurther, in In re United Distillers plc, 56

USPQ2d1220,21 (TTAB 2000),the surname"Hackler", which hadonly 1,295listingsin thetelephonedirectory,wasfoundby theBoardto be

a rare surname. As there are only 1,009 listings of the surname "Medici" in the Examiner's cited surname database and 882 listings in the U.S.

Census database, Applicant respectfully submits that "Medici" is a rare surname. 
 

The mark has recognized meaning other than as a surname



Applicant respectfully asserts that the MEDICI has a recognized meaning other than as a surname. The Office Action alleges that the

term "Medici" does not appear in The American Heritage Dictionary other than as a surname of several historical figures. Applicant respectfully

disagrees. MEDICI is a name of historical significance as it identifies the House of Medici, an Italian banking and commerce family, political

dynasty, and royal house. Moreover, the following U.S. dictionary definitions, which are attached hereto, illustrate that the term "Medici" has a

recognized meaning other than as a surname: 

An entry for the term "Medici" in The American Heritage Dictionary (www.ahdictionary.com) defines the term as an "Italian noblefamily

that producedthreepopes(Leo X, ClementVII, and Leo XI) and two queensof France(CatherinedeMédicis andMarie deMédicis).

Cosimo"the Elder" (1389-1464)wasthefirst of the family to rule Florence.Lorenzo"the Magnificent" (1449-1492)wasan outstanding

patronof learningandthearts,whoseclients includedMichelangeloandBotticelli; and

An entry for the term "Medici" in Oxford Dictionaries (www.oxforddictionaries.com) defines the term as "[a] powerful Italian family of

bankersand merchantswhose members effectivelyruled Florencefor much of the 15th century and from 1569 were grand dukes

of Tuscany. CosimoandLorenzode’ Medici werenotable rulersand patronsof the artsin Florence; thefamily alsoprovidedfour popes

(including Leo X) and two queens of France ( Catherine de’ Medici and Marie de Médicis) .

Therefore, U.S. English dictionary definitions for the term "Medici" show that the term is recognized as identifying a political dynasty

(i.e., the House of Medici) that ruled Italy for much of the 15th century, not as surname. While the House of Medici may have derived its name

from the surname of its founding members, this is distinct from the overall impression of the term and gives "MEDICI" significance apart from

merely a surname.

Moreover, Applicant notes that the Office Action, citingIn re Thermo LabSystems, 85 USPQ2d 1285, 1290 (TTAB 2007), states that if

the term would be evocative of numerous individuals rather than one particular historical individual, the term does not qualify as a historical

name but is merely the surname of numerous individuals with varying degrees of historical significance. However, inIn re The Hyman

Companies Inc., Serial No. 85483695 (TTAB June 4, 2015) (not precedential), in which the Board held that the surname ROMANÓV had

recognized meaning other than as a surname, the Board stated:

Given, however, that the record clearly shows that the term ROMANÓV is synonymous with the imperial Russian dynasty we

need not address the applicability of this line of case law here [referring toIn re Thermo LabSystems Inc., 85 USPQ2d 1285, 1290

(TTAB 2007) (holding WATSON primarily merely a surname)]. Consumers encountering Applicant’s mark are more likely to

think of the House of Romanov, and not a particular famous individual or individuals bearing that surname.

The Board's distinction is applicable in the instant case. The term MEDICI is synonymous with the House of Medici, and not a particular

famous individual or individuals bearing that surname. Accordingly, the term MEDICI has a recognized meaning other than as a surname.

 

Conclusion

           Considering the above, especially the rareness of the surname "Medici" and keeping in mind that any doubt as to whether the mark is

primarily merely a surname must be resolved in the Applicant's favor (seeIn re Joint-Stock Co. "Baik", 84 USPQ2d at 1922,In re Benthin

Management GmbH, 37 USPQ 2d at 1334), MEDICI should not be considered primarily merely a surname. The refusal to register MEDICI

under Section 2(e)(4) of the Trademark Act should be reversed.

           

EVIDENCE
Evidence in the nature of U.S. Census 2000 Data An entry for the term "Medici" in The American Heritage Dictionary (www.ahdictionary.com)
An entry for the term "Medici" in Oxford Dictionaries (www.oxforddictionaries.com) has been attached.
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Converted PDF file(s) ( 3 pages)
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evi_661942666-20160308135559546932_._Oxford_Dictionary_-_Medici.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 1 page)
Evidence-1
Original PDF file:
evi_661942666-20160308135559546932_._American_Heritage_Dictionary_-_Medici.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 1 page)
Evidence-1

SIGNATURE(S)
Response Signature
Signature: /John C. McElwaine/     Date: 03/08/2016
Signatory's Name: John C. McElwaine
Signatory's Position: Attorney of Record, Member of SC and DC bars

Signatory's Phone Number: 843-720-4302

The signatory has confirmed that he/she is an attorney who is a member in good standing of the bar of the highest court of a U.S. state, which
includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and other federal territories and possessions; and he/she is currently the owner's/holder's attorney
or an associate thereof; and to the best of his/her knowledge, if prior to his/her appointment another U.S. attorney or a Canadian attorney/agent
not currently associated with his/her company/firm previously represented the owner/holder in this matter: (1) the owner/holder has filed or is
concurrently filing a signed revocation of or substitute power of attorney with the USPTO; (2) the USPTO has granted the request of the prior
representative to withdraw; (3) the owner/holder has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her in this matter; or (4) the owner's/holder's
appointed U.S. attorney or Canadian attorney/agent has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her as an associate attorney in this matter.
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